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ABSTRACT: This paper continues the biocosmological description (King 1978,1999, 2003) into the evolutionary epoch,
extending the biocosmological thesis - that the form of life's origin and evolution is a cosmological interactive process
initially defined in the cosmic symmetry-breaking at the origin of the universe. This second paper surveys aspects of evolution
which may arise from universal bifurcations common to fermionic matter, and deeper trends towards universality and
complementarity in evolution. The paper then investigates the evolution of conscious neurosystems as a potentially universal
process expressing fundamental cosmological complementarity in a selectively advantageous way, supported by a quantum
transactional model of conscious anticipation.
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Fig 24: Dion Wright The Mandala of Evolution detail (Arguelles). Evolution is a complementation between unique idiosyncratic quantum
mutations fixed in the historical process by genetic replication on the one hand and inevitable effects of bifurcation in which many
mutations combine to explore a ‘phase space’ of potentialities converging towards universal genetic algorithms.

10: EVOLUTION AS QUANTUM COSMOLOGY AT THE EDGE OF CHAOS
Complexity theory finds its dynamical source at the ‘edge of chaos’, in transitions between chaos and order which enable
form to emerge and become fixed as new order, from the diverse fractal structures hidden within the chaotic realm. The
teeming diversity arising from evolution is nature’s and the universe’s most outstanding manifestation of complexity. Darwin
himself noted the complementary roles played by natural and sexual selection in shaping evolution. While natural selection is
broadly a constraint imposing order, either from the environment, or the effects of other species, sexual selection is
intrinsically an unstable positive feedback process, which leads to runaway instability and chaos. In the mutual interaction of
these two factors, evolution finds itself endlessly converging towards the edge of chaos in climax diversity.

10.1 : The Precocious Origins of Life on Earth
Far from being an improbable accident taking billions of years to find the right conditions, life may have become established
on Earth as soon as the conditions permitted a liquid water ocean. Either Earth was richly bombarded with complex organic
molecules which quickly found within the diversity of microclimates on Earth some which were directly conducive to the
processes leading the to the genetic epoch, or life had already begun in the gas and dust cloud initially forming the solar
system. Gustaf Arrhenius, (Mojzsis et. al.) studying tiny apatite grains in the Isua formation of Greenland, has found carbon
12 to 13 ratios consistent with the grains originating from living matter. The Isua rocks date from 3.85 billion years ago.
Although oxygen-18 in zircon crystals indicate a solid crust 4.2 billion years ago, suggesting a cool start with liqud water
hospitable to life (Geology 30 3511), no intact rocks have been discovered older than 3.96 billion years. The moon and
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probably the Earth likewise was heavily bombarded with meteors up to 3.8 billion years ago, suggesting that life may have
evolved on earth as soon as environmental conditions allowed. There is continuing debate about whether these chemical and
‘fossil’ traces, now further studied with Raman spectroscopy to give carbon isotope evidence, really represent early
cyanobacterial life, prebiotic ‘soup’ or volcanic or meteorite material (Schopf et. al. 2002, Brazier et. al. 2002, Mojzsis 2002).
In any case there is consensus agreement that life was under way by 3.5 billion years the age of the fossil stromatolite in fig
23, although the nature of these is also debated. These fossils could be the earliest evidence of life on Earth, yet these relics,
with names like Chromoccoceae and Oscdlotorioceoe, are morphologically identical to modern cyano-bacteria that cover the
globe from Antarctica to the Sahara (Cohen).
Fig 23: Modern stromatolites (left), generated by
cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) Shark Bay,
Australia. J. W. Schopf has found remnants of 3.6
billion-year-old stromatolites lying near fossils of
3.5 billion-year-old cells that resemble modern
cyanobacteria (right). Life thus arose within the first
billion years of earth's formation from the planetary
disc (Scientific American Feb 1991).

The emergence of the eucaryotes that lead to
the higher organisms is also very ancient.
Compounds in traces of oil extracted from
Australian shale suggest that eucaryotic cells,
which make up all life on Earth except for
bacteria, had evolved as early as 2.7 billion
years ago. It is not until about 2.1 billion years
ago that fossil imprints appear in the geological record that are so large that they can only be eucaryotes. A team of
researchers in Australia has found steranes, molecules with 26 to 30 carbon atoms arranged in four rings, in droplets of oil
extracted from rock 700 metres below the surface in the Pilbara region of north-western Australia. These are produced by the
decay of cholesterol and other steroids found in the membranes of eucaryotes, but not bacteria (Brocks et. al.).

10.2 Mutation, Bifurcation and the Quantum Limit
Evolution is traditionally regarded as an opportunistic drunkard's walk by random mutation into a variety of advantageous
configurations, which then become fixed by selective advantage as stunningly effective incremental historical accidents.
However, just as with the prebiotic epoch, key aspects of biological evolution may be a reflection of fundamental bifurcations.
Evolution is partly a stochastic opportunistic process and partly an optimizing selective response to bifurcations in the
natural, sexual and ecological landscape, as T.H. Waddington emphasized in “The Strategy of the Gene” (1957) in his concept
of the 'chreode'. The balance between the adventitious and the selectively optimized is a reflection of the deeper underlying
process of quantum complementarity. In an interference experiment, the trajectories of individual photons are unpredictable
through quantum uncertainty of position and momentum. The pattern of wave interference only becomes established
statistically through the passage of many photons, which through their statistics of particle absorption by individual atoms
demonstrate the wave amplitude variation of the interference pattern. This convergence to the probability interpretation is
even more marginal in the complex macroscopic biological world than it is in the quantum world of small numbers of events,
and for the same reason. Although their effects are large in macroscopic organisms, mutations themselves are unique kinetic
events in the quantum world of molecules and molecular orbitals. Such highly specific mutational transformations are vastly
rarer than the photons in a conventional interference experiment and tend to the uncertainty of a single unrepeated event
which by its very fixation permanently changes the context which created it. This makes it possible for adventitious aspects of
evolution to become enduring historical manifestations of the underlying nature of quantum uncertainty and entanglement.
Effectively adventitious mutations are single quantum events which become captured and replicated by the genetic process.
Fig 25: Two aspects of evolution, adventitious mutation and
cumulative selection are contrasted. Left: Cantharanthus rosea
makes the unusual indole vincristine, unusual in structure and
almost unique to the biological world. While this has occurred
through natural selection, it is an unusual avenue which appears to
be the result of an initial fortuitous mutation. Right: By contrast,
the development of the camera eye (Dawkins 1996), despite being
touted by creationists as impossible for evolution, is virtually
inevitable by natural selection, because its formation results from a
simple topological bifurcation of a photoreceptive hollow and the
fact that directional photon reception is a core quantum interaction
as fundamental as photosynthesis itself, evidenced by the same
carotenoids in vision and as accessory pigments in photosynthesis.
These two examples contrast aspects of evolution which do and do
not converge to the statistical limit as quantum phenomena.

Complementing this, selective advantage has unrestricted
gain, which can and will over time, given sufficient
mutations, explore any bifurcations or optimalities in the
physical environment. Thus many of the marvels of
evolution, such as the camera eye, are inevitable because of the capacity for bifurcational change which incrementally
enhances the immense optimality in survival of accessing the fundamental quantum mode of directional photon absorption,
the most selective and discriminatory sense we have. This is illustrated in the evolution of the camera eye, fig 25.
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10.3 Universality A: Three Realms, Five Kingdoms and the Auto-heterotrophic Bifurcation
The five kingdoms of plants, animals and fungi, protista and prokaryotes, are now known to be completed by the archaea,
grouped into three realms with eucarya and bacteria. These divisions reflect major bifurcations of the thermodynamic and
metabolic environment. There is a fundamental bifurcation of energy metabolism between photosynthetic fixation of incident
solar energy, the principal incident energy source at the planetary surface, and all other forms of heterotrophic energypillaging budget, including animals as frank predators, fungi as saprophytic and symbiotic decomposers, the highly catalytic
biochemical pathways of prokaryotes subtended by the diverse partially differentiated protista. The biochemical basis of both
photosynthesis and respiration is through a common electron transport pathway which utilizes primal molecules such as
porphyrins and nucleotide coenzymes as receptors. The major divisions of life are thus clearly universal in nature. Such
universality also extends to the formation of excitable cells using amine-based neurotransmitters and ion channels.
Williams and da Silva (2003) note a series of major evolutionary developments as reactions to bifurcations in the environment
precipitated in turn by previous evolutionary innovations, establishing the idea that many stages of evolution may be
bifurcatory. These include the transfer from a reducing metabolism to oxidized form as a result of generation of O2 by the
biota, the role of Ca++ and Na+ ions as expelled cytoplasmic poisons becoming cell signallers and mediators of excitation.
Fig 26: The root of the tree of life (ex Pace): shows the division
into archaea, bacteria and eucaryota, with subsequent divisions
of eucaryotes into multicellular plants, animals and fungi (zea,
homo and coprinus). Earliest branches of bacteria and archaea
are thermophiles (red). Symbiotic mitochondria and
chloroplasts are also shown. Recent adjustments of the tree
(inset) suggest a cold start, with the thermophyles peripheral
specialized adaptions (Brochier and Philippe) and
planctomycetes, which share budding and an encapsulated
nucleus with the eucaryotes, close to the root. Tertiary analysis
is also consistent with a eucaryotic origin (Caetano-Anolles).
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A major quantum-leap of universality in the evolutionary
realm is the ubiquitous use of the homeotic genes for
morphogenic organization of the organism, particularly
the segmental organization from the head to the tail,
which are common not only to all metazoa but to plants
and fungi as well, fig 27. The underlying mechanism of
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development of this system seems to be the key step
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particularly in the Cambrian radiation. Although the Hexamita
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homeobox sequence and the key proteins are too complex
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to be accounted for simply by a cosmological argument,
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the principles by which they evolved and the chemical
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morphogens may be an evolutionary universal. This is
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consistent with the long time from the first emergence of
eucaryotes to metaphyta in the Ediacaran and Cambrian
radiations about 600 million years ago. This long delay, fig 37(a), is indicative of there being only one, or a few effective
solutions to this problem, giving it potential universality beyond our own metaphyta.

Fig 27: Homeotic genes. Left: Sequence of homeotic genes
compared between insect and vertebrate, showing their common
role in segmental organization (De Robertis et. al, .McGinnis et.
al.), Top right: Knotted maize mutants have a mutation in a
homeobox gene regulating differentiation. Similar homeobox genes
have been found in tomatoes and rice (Homeobox Harvest Sci. Am.
June 91). Lower right: Mammalian regulatory gene, pax6 elicits
ectopic eyes on the leg of a fruit fly, showing the genes even have
comparable action. (Dawkins 1996).

Other signs of universality in this epoch are the
predominance of bilaterally symmetrical organisms with an
asymmetric ventro-dorsal and head-tail axis. The major
division between arthropods and vertebrates also hints at a
universality, which in addition to complementations, such as
exoskeleton versus endoskeleton and anal versus buccal
gastrulation, adopt broadly complementary roles in
ecosystemic terms.
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Comprehensive Evolutionary Tree of Life
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10.5 Universality C: Immunity, Variation and Genetic Symbiosis
Common to plants and animals are a basic set of pathways to deal with microbial infection and tissue stress caused by injury
and predation (Johnson and Liu, Gura). The development of immunity and tissue complexity also comes with a major theme
of gene and particularly regulatory functional domain rearrangement. The adaptive immune system of vertebrates uses
transposase activity inherited from a transposable element (David Schatz Nature 1998).
Fig 29: Human transposable element evolutionary history of
L1-LINEs (brown) and Alu elements (lt. blue) along with
retrovirus-like LTR elements (green) and DNA transposons
(red). Older LINEs and SINEs are in yellow and dk. blue. This
history extends back over 200 million years indicating the very
ancient basis of this potentially symbiotic relationship (Human
Genome Consortium Nature 2001).

In the human, coding sequences comprise less than 5%
of the genome (see below), whereas repeat sequences
account for at least 50% and probably much more. The
need for functional rearrangement of modular genetic
domains favours an interpenetration of transposable
elements and structural gene sequences. Evidence from
the human and other genome projects now shows clear
evidence of a complementation between cellular and
transposable element genes, particularly the almost ubiquitous retroviral and retrotransposon elements, which still carry the
reverse transcriptases capable of generating DNA from an RNA template. The 100,000 LINE (long intermediate) elements
elements ubiquitous in humans extends far back to the origins of multi-celled organisms, as indicated in their evolutionary
history fig 29.
Although the data from the human genome project indicated that human LINEs are becoming less active as a group by
comparison with the corresponding elements in the more rapidly evolving mouse genome, there remain about 60 active
human LINE elements which are known to be responsible for mutations in humans. More recent investigation (Boissinot et.
al. 2001 ) shows that the most recent families are highly active. Around four million years ago shortly after the chimp-human
split, a new family Ta-L1 LINE-1 emerged and is still active, with about half the Ta insertions being polymorphic across
human populations. Moreover 90% of Ta-1d, the most recent subfamily are polymorphic, indicating highly active lines
remain present. LINEs are more heavily distributed on the sex chromosomes with X chromosomes containing 3 times as
many full length potentially active elements and the Y chromosome 9 times as many! This is consistent with a continuing
mutational load on humans which is removed more slowly from the sex chromosomes by crossing over in proportion to the
degree to which crossing over is inhibited in each (i.e. totally on the Y and largely in males in the X but not in females).
LINEs are believed to have transduced up to 1% of the human genome comparable with that of the exons that form active
modular gene regions (Pickeral et. al. 2001, Moran et. al. 1999, Kazazian et. al. 1998). The LINE reverse transcriptase shares
evolutionary homologies with telomerase and viral reverse transcriptases, fig 30. LINEs are also believed to provide the
replication machinery for the more active shorter human SINEs. Along with their more recent fellow-traveller SINEs such as
the 300,000 Alu in the human genome, LINEs have been proposed to be in a form of genetic symbiosis permitting modular
evolution of the genome (King 1992). This is consistent with the 1.4% point mutation divergence between humans and
chimps, being overshadowed by an additional 3.9% divergence to 5.4% overall, when insertions and deletions are accounted
(Britten 2002).
Moreover it has been suggested that LINEs play a key role in X chromosome inactivation, with the defective LINE elements
resulting from the inactivation of the LINEs resulting from natural nuclear resistance to the onslaught of active disruptive
mobile elements, functioning to inactivate the receptors of X genes. X-inactivation is a very unusual process in several
respects. It is controlled by a gene called Xist, but this gene does not produce a translated protein. It merely produces a messenger RNA which appears to ‘paint’ the inactivated X chromosome from end to end. An anti-sense complementary version of
this mRNA is also produced, appropriately called Tsix. In mice, the active X secretes Tsix to oppose Xist however in humans
Tsix does not repress Xist and is expressed on the inactive X. The original central dogma of Crick and Watson that DNA
makes RNA makes protein which carries out the essential catalytic tasks. X inactivation smacks of the ancient forms of RNA
processing that may have preceded the DNA genome of eucaryote cells, which still appear to be major players in processing
mRNAs from the majority of genes containing introns, non-coding inserts between functional sub-domains of genes. The key
violation of the central dogma that opened up a major reconceptualization of the field was the discovery of reverse transcription from RNA to DNA, a process shared by retroviruses, LINE elements and the telomerase which adds now telomeres is
essential to maintaining the immortality of the germ line. There are sequencing homologies between the reverse transcriptases of all of these indicating a viral origin for telomerases. Significantly LINE elements, which are concentrated in specific regions of other chromosomes are also spread over the X-chromosome and concentrated around the inactivation centre
where Xist lies. This mechanism suggests a very ancient symbiotic relationship between cellular RNA processing and retroelements.
SINEs are derived from generic cellular RNAs such as tRNA and the RNA of the signal recognition particle that admits
nascent proteins into the membrane from the ribosome. They have recently been found to be concentrated in in genomic sites
associated with transcribed functional genes, and to act as binding sites for regulatory proteins (Reynolds 1995), illustrating a
form of convergent evolution based on genetic symbiosis. Alu act as regulators of cell stress increasing protein production
under insult and potentially connecting to other vital cell functions through the kinase regulated by double stranded RNA.
(Schmid 1998, Int. Human genome Consort 2001). The cell stress role is complemented by evidence that heat shock proteins
such as hspgo can store up latent phenotypic mutations by stabilizing proteins and regulating developmental pathways in a
way which can be disrupted by subsequent stress to display latent adaptive variety (Lindquist 2002).
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Fig 30: Complementary tree of life: Evolution of Reverse
transcriptases from a common ancestor bearing a LINE archetype
(Xiong and Eickbush 1990 Nakamura et. al. 1997). Telomeres
retroviruses and Line 1 elements ubiquitous in the human and
other mammalian chromosomes share a common phylogeny in
this tree consistent with a common origin in the RNA-era, since
they instruct DNA from RNA.

Endogenous retroviruses may be essential for placental
function. They ‘blossom’ on the placentas of every mamal
so far investigated and appear to play a key role in enabling
the massive cell fusion to form the synctium the ultra-thin
super-cellular membrane through which diffusion occurs,
and inhibiting immune reactions to the placnta both
features characteristic of retroviruses like HIV, again
suggesting a genetic symbiosis with these elements. Viral
transfer may explain up to a hundred vertebrate genes
which appear to be inherited from bacteria (Villareal 2001,
Int. Genome Consortium 2001).

10.6 Universality D: Sexuality as Complementarity-based Symmetry-breaking
Sexuality is absolutely essential to the evolution of all
higher organisms. No branch of the tree of life lacks any
form of sexual exchange. Bacteria possess a noncomplementary form of pan-sexuality mediated by viruses and plasmids, enabling genetic recombination even between
distinct species. However eucaryotes have developed a specifically complementary form of recombination which permits an
almost endless variety of genetic recombinations.
Sexuality's immediate cause appears to lie in an arms race between parasites and their hosts in which sexual organisms survive
epidemic disease and inherit recombinational diversity as a spin off. This is the key explanation which can provide the 2:1
advantage in the first generation which can compensate for the 50% loss of our genes in sexuality by comparison with full
parthenogenesis (Ridley 1993, 1996). A symmetry-breaking can then occur in which sex becomes gender. In genetic terms
this appears to have resulted from the effects of cytoplasmic ‘selfish gene-wars’ (Dawkins 1976), causing cytoplasmic
incompatibility between isogametes. Such cytoplasmic genes are associated with parthenogenesis or male inhibition because
they travel only down the female line with the cytoplasm. To avoid incompatibility, which can cause the loss of a majority of
the cytoplasmic resource, one sex, now the female, precipitates gender through digesting the cytoplasm and organelles of the
other (male) sex's isogamete. Consequently the sperm contributes only its DNA and perhaps an occasional mitochondrion.
The lower reproductive investment of the sperm and the male reproductive strategy of venture risk follows inevitably (Ridley
1993, Watson 1995).
The symmetry-breaking is a manifestation of wave-particle complementarity between a huge enveloping ovum containing the
wave-manifesting membrane and all the cytoplasm including cytoplasmic DNA and cell organelles complementing millions
of essentially particulate sperm - simply motile molecular DNA - competing to fertilize it. Its basis is complementary aspects
of molecular structure, in forming the membrane, on the one hand, and particulate DNA on the other. Sperm DNA is tightly
packaged in inactive bound form, having no capacity to display wave-like conformational dynamics. Fertilization is a hairtrigger reaction between competing sperm dissolving the outer coat of the ovum and the critically-poised threshold electrochemical state of the ovum, ready to enter a hair-trigger explosive chain reaction to prevent more than one sperm entering,
culminating in active amoebic engulfing. Resolving the exact sequence of these processes in fertilization remains difficult
(Vacquier 1998). The one membranous engulfing ovum and the many discrete particulate sperm imply that sexuality and its
symmetry-breaking into male and female genders may be a biological manifestation of wave-particle complementarity.
In suggesting sex has a basis in quantum complementarity, which runs deeper than analogy or metaphor, we need to note
complementarity can manifest in a variety of ways which may have an underlying relationship which may be hard to establish
experimentally, but is nevertheless an important hypothesis in cosmological terms. If biological gender has a basis in quantum
complementarity, we would expect it to be a common feature of all biological organisms in the universe, despite possibly
having separate origins of life. It also has major implications for the status of complementarity in terms of subjective
consciousness. Complementarity manifests in three distinct contexts which appear to be categorically distinct. Firstly we have
complementarity between the subjective and objective description of waking existence, viewed either as a description of the
physical universe or an internal model of reality possibly evoked by the brain. The subjective and objective descriptions are
interdependent but also mutually exclusive in the sense that mind states and brain states cannot be identified. Wave-particle
complementarity likewise has an interdependent yet mutually exclusive expression in which a quantum can manifest as a
wave or a particle but not both at the same time, although each can be expressed in terms of superpositions and processes
involving the other. Sexuality would seem to be a very late comer in cosmic and even biological evolution for a potentially
cosmological process, but is nevertheless a phenomenon based on wave and particle properties of matter which is mutually
exclusive in its symmetry-broken form. It is also a direct manifestation of a fundamental quantum complementarity between
the essentially particulate nature of the encoded DNA molecules in the nucleus and the manifestly wave-based processes of
electrochemical excitation in the membrane. It is this complementarity which becomes the dividing embryo.
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Fig 28b: Engendered sexuality is a symmetrybreaking general to almost all higher organisms.

Sexual symmetry-breaking may also have
functional significance in regulatory evolution
(King 1991). It is notable that less than 5% of
human DNA codes for proteins, leaving the
vast majority to have regulatory, structural or
evolutionary function, including the repeated
sequences corresponding to active and
defective transposable elements noted above.
The critical problem facing human evolution is
how a species with a long and increasing
generation time can adapt in evolutionary
terms, give limits on viable mutation rates per
generation. One possible solution to this is that higher organisms still possess similar forms of viral and plasmid-mediated
‘sexual’ exchange apparent in procaryotes. The association of SINEs with stress and the ubiquitous nature of LINEs which
still retain active elements, combined with endogenous retroviruses, leaves open that these agents can promote types of
structured ‘mutagenesis’ which, while mostly deleterious could enable coordinated regulatory responses to forms of
organismic stress. Since the deletion-insertion mutation rate has now been recognized to be higher by a factor of three than
the point mutation rate, this raises the possibility of a symbiotic ecology of transposable agents which although they may also
cause deleterious effects make possible some aspects of modular regulatory evolution through transposition.
In this context, LINEs are preferentially expressed in both steriodogenic and germ-line tissues in mice (Branciforte and
Martin 1994, Trelogan and Martin 1995), suggesting stress could interact with meiosis. The L1 expression occurs in
embryogenesis, at several stages of spermatogenesis including leptotene, and in the primary oocytes of females poised at
prophase 1. Conversely the SRY-group male determing gene SOX has been found to regulate LINE retrotransposition
(Tchenio et. al. 2000). Similarly LINE elements have been proposed to have a function as ‘boosters’ in the inactivation of one
X chromosome that happens in female embryogenesis (Lyon 2000). If LINEs are capable of intra-organismic movement to
any degree, this could enable somatic stress to have a potential effect on translocation in the germ-line. This is not in any way
a Lamarkian view because it is fully consistent with Darwinian mutation and selective advantage, and the ecology of viral and
cellular genomes manifest in bacterial and eucaryote lineages. However it does allow for an intermittent response to
regulatory stress which could have a degree of relation to the stress involved.
The ‘lampbrush’ phase of extended chromosomes during meiosis has also been suggested to enable forms of genetic reprocessing. In non-mammals this extended phase involves open transcription of coding and non-coding regions and has been
proposed to be a form of genetic processing (Wolfe), which probably occurs in a less obvious way in mammals as well. The
much longer time primary oocytes remain suspended in meiotic stasis before eventual maturation might to give the female a
tendency to express stress-induced translocational effects during adult life, ‘compensating’ for the up to four-fold higher base
rate of male point mutation, because the continual mitotic production of sperm cells leads to more cell divisions, by contrast
with quiescent immature oocytes (Ellegren 2000, Nachmann and Crowell 2000, McVean and Hurst 1997). Some of the early
radioactive tracer studies of diplotene ‘lampbrush’ chromosomes in amphibians showed apparent spooling of the DNA during
maturation of the ovum, consistent with a gene comparison mechanism (Callan, Wolfe). The purpose of such openly
transcribing stretches of the whole chromosomes including vast regions which are not coding for any protein remains obscure
(Angeleir et. al. 1996). All transcription units functioning in lampbrush loops synthesize RNA at a maximum rate. In situ
hybridization has provided evidence for transcription of both unique coding sequences and highly repetitive sequences. For
repetitive sequences, their intense transcription appears to be non-productive, in that RNAs are not translatable and might be
useless products of readthrough transcription, unless they have a role in genetic modulation as RNAs.
The effects of this symmetry-breaking are extreme in the human species - difference of reproductive investment in which men
make a small multiple investment in many partners while women have to make an honest overt investment in massive
pregnancy, lactation and early child-rearing. Female orgasm, concealed estrus and sperm competition attest to female
reproductive choice in human evolution which necessarily involves covert sexual liaisons as well as ‘monogamous’ pair
bonding. (Fisher 1992, Angier 1999).
The complementarity between these competing genetic strategies has ensured the evolution of most species, including
humans, is based on female reproductive choice in a situation of strategic gender paradox. Although gendered sexuality
appears to arise late in the evolutionary tree, it may thus nevertheless be a response to complementarities of a fundamental
physical nature which emerge as part of the interactive phase of cosmological re-entry.
Sexual selection, which is itself an unstable positive feedback process, has been proposed to be the basis of human cultural
emergence, art and the dimensions of good nature which extend beyond kin and reciprocal altruism - agreeableness,
compassion and the capacity to experience selfless love (Miller 2000). It is salient that sexual selection is a complementary
force to natural selection which, rather than being conservative and ordering, is a potentially chaotic process which leads to
runaway through positive feedback and to the growth of forms of generosity and compassion as genuinely costly indicators of
genetic fitness in the process of encouraging the opposite sex to consent to reproduce, without which survival would be
fruitless. This applies particularly to female reproductive choice which is pivotal to male reproductive survival. Humanity in
particular has no specific defining niche and is effectively a meta-species in which sexual selection under gender paradox
appears to have been pivotal in all the displays of complexity in forming language, culture, art and science during our
100,000 year gatherer-hunter emergence.
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10.7 Universality E: The Mammalian Cortex and the Emergence of Human Consciousness
An ultimate universality which is of great significance to homo sapiens as a species arises from the universality of quantum
modes of perception and the nature of the edge of chaos, neurotransmitter-based electrochemical nervous system to form in
the mammalian brain a universal sensory manifold in the cortex combined with an emotional spectrum which transcends all
direct notions of genetic selfishness. Within the domain of nervous systems there is in mammals an evolution towards
universality as significant as that of the homeotic genes.
Fig 31a: Evolution of the vertebrate brain
shows reduction of the specialized sensory
areas such as the optic lobe, which is
replaced by outgrowth of primitive
generalized cerebral tissue from the olfactory
processing area to form a universal sense and
conceptual organ embracing all sense (and
thus quantum) modes.

There is a great deal of commonality
between wide varieties of organism with
seemingly very different nervous system
organization, in terms of common
neurotransmitter types and the modes of
neuronal communication. Although the
nervous systems of arthropods and
vertebrates are very different in net
organization, they use a similar array of
amine and other neurotransmitters which
themselves may originate from primal
interaction with the lipid membrane and its excitability in prebiotic times as noted earlier. Also shared are the principles of
parallel processing, edge of chaos dynamics and the use of 'silent' cells with continuous potentials as organizers.
Within the vertebrate phylum, there is a clear evolution from specific hard-wired dedicated structures for the senses, such as
the primitive optic lobe towards generalized sense organs. In mammalian evolution is a remarkable trend towards universality
in the evolution of the cerebral cortex, arising from the region for smell, the least differentiated and most ‘chaotic’ of the
senses, to form, not only a generalized sense organ, spanning all the quantum modes of the senses, but also a universal
cognition and experiential organ. This generalized organ has almost completely taken over the original sensory areas to the
point where a new paradigm of sensory modeling has emerged, in which all the senses, from smell through hearing to vision
using variations on the same general set of principles, as evidenced by neural plasticity and the capacity of one sense to take
over function from another such as the use of optical regions for other spatial senses in blind people.
This development of cortical organization is also accompanied by a transformation to form the emotional system of the limbic
brain which universalizes the genetic paradigm, from the confines of the selfish gene and its direct generalizations in kin and
reciprocal altruism, to a much more general emotional connection, which can transcend familial, racial and even species
boundaries to make possible a new paradigm of ecological evolution and to manifest the mysteries of love which now so
galvanize our sexual and reproductive life. Central to the evolution of the mammalian cortex is its foundation in the limbic
system and with it fundamental questions of the relationship between flight and fight and personal transformation lurking in
the regions linking the amygdala and the temporal cortex. This region, sometimes called the “god spot” illustrates how subtly
evolution at the edge of chaos can reach towards an ecological manifestation which may permit a win-win solution through
exploiting the frontiers of physical cosmology to generate coherent human social cultures based on a collective sense of
integrated design and purpose through mutual affection.
Fig 31b: Left: Early human embryo with fish-like fins. Right:
Periods in which there have been more than one species of
specialized hominid have given way to a single meta-species.
Homo is more closely related to the chimpanzee than the chimp
is to the gorilla. (BBC, King).The line of evolution from the

mammalian adaptive radiation to primates, apes and
humans has seen a marked trend towards universality,
which humans have exemplified most extremely,
becoming a meta-species, in which the cultural epoch has
seen humans developing as many diverse cultural niches
as biological species have in a living ecosystem. The
basis of this meta-species capacity is extreme universality
and plasticity in neurodynamic function in which our
senses are converging towards perceptual quantum universality in a way which enables diverse cortical areas to adapt and
adopt new kinds of function as the environmental conditions demand, from compensating for a loss of function in one sense,
to establishing new language areas for multilingual live translation. This trend to universality extends all the way back to the
first small eutherians which coexisted with the dinosaurs provoked by a state of optimum adaptability with short life spans and
rapid genetic turn over.
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Fig 32: Comparison of the evolution of the universe from the big bang and the evolution of life on Earth shows that life has existed for a full
third of the universes lifetime and is a long-term, stable feature of cosmic evolution. Astronomical events, such as asteroid and cometary
impacts and nearby supernovae have always played a major role in causing mass extinctions accompanied by volcanism possibly as a
secondary consequence of the impacts themselves. However the advent of so-called human civilization is threatening in the next century to
cause a mass extinction more serious than the cretaceous-tertiary event that wiped out the dinosaurs. The process is caused both by direct
impacts such as deforestation and habitat destruction and by genetically modifying the very species upon which we depend without
conserving their naturally viable forms, so that our future becomes brittle and fragile, dependent on maintaining artificial growing
environments and high-tech food distribution processes which would be disabled globally by the slightest of astronomical disturbances,
leading directly towards human extinction. For a single species to cause a mass extinction of life's diversity, possibly lasting 10 million
years in one century is thus terminal folly. It is compounded by the ever increasing value biological resources have in the genetic epoch.
There is thus a paramount need for us to rediscover our relationship with the cosmos and to take the responsibility to regenerate genetic and
biological diversity to sustain our own future generations.

11: THE COSMOLOGY OF LIFE'S DIVERSITY
This places upon us an awesome responsibility to care for the living Earth in space-time so that its future can flower regardless
of the heat death or cosmic crunch which will await us far further down the track. It is urgent to consider the mass extinction
of life the failure to understand this cosmic principle is leading us to in the acute and devastating holocaust of Earth's genetic
and biological diversity. Survival of any species depends on endurance over evolutionary and thus cosmic time scales. All the
indications are at present that humanity remains unaware of its increasingly perilous disruption of all natural long-term
processes of evolutionary diversity and robustness on the planet in the naive belief in a technological quick fix after the
damage has become inescapable.
This deranged social phenomenon appears to source from a break in the human evolutionary stream which led us from a
hundred thousand year epoch of sustainability as gatherer-hunters into a transient period of gender, natural and social
exploitation and domination by war, genocide, famine and nascent overpopulation. The result is short term exploitative
investment based on winner-take-all venture capital investment, reflecting the spermatogenic strategy of boom and bust and
reproductive risk over the longer-term investment of female fecundity over generations. If we are going to survive, we need
urgently to reinvest in our coherent relationship with the cosmos and interdependence with the diversity of nature.
Life has existed on Earth for a third of the universe's lifetime of some 10 billion years. It is the most eloquent and complete
expression known of the universe’s cosmological capacity for complexity. The quantum universe is not the Newtonian
machine we once envisaged and neither is it a substrate for human and religious dominion over woman and nature alike.
Discovering that consciousness and free-will does have an impact on the evolving history of the universe may be a first step to
regaining our survival prospects in the universe over cosmic time and thus regaining our natural and possibly pivotal place in
the cosmic process which we lost in Jericho ten thousand years ago when men assumed reproductive imperative over women
and the right to dominion over all the natural processes on the planet, overthrowing the evolutionary sexual paradox between
the genders which saw Homo sapiens emerge sustainably in evolutionary time and as gatherer-hunters over the last 100,000
years (King 1999, Fielder and King 2004). Human civilization, and with it the biosphere, is becoming increasingly brittle and
fragile to the mildest of astronomical disruptions, which could take out our food distribution systems, sever our
communications and render much of the arable area of the planet unproductive. It is essential for the evolutionary robustness
of our future survival to preserve the full diversity of life, particularly the species upon which we depend in their natural viable
state in well-conserved habitats, yet we are systematically on a global basis undermining the very source of our own genetic
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future. Not only is there wholesale destruction of species and genetic diversity by habitat destruction but we are failing to
adequately maintain the natural habitats and diversity of even those food, medicinal and commercial species upon which our
livelihood depends.
The advent of unbridled genetic modification is likely to exacerbate this problem further through the loss of the viable natural
varieties through the devotion of the vast proportion of the arable areas of the planet to non-viable engineered varieties, the
loss of natural diversity through aggressive marketing of patented varieties, the disruption of the immortality of the germ line
through terminator and leaky exorcist technologies and the horizontal transfer of engineered traits into natural ecosystems
through cross-fertilization. On the same count the human gene pool is on the brink of a new kind of genetic war fought
thorough germ-line engineering and cloning ambitions, for utopian and selfish ends, without a clear idea of where humanity is
heading genetically, or the interaction between the components of our genome. The extensive use of reproductive technologies
such as IVF, routine Caesarian intervention and surrogacy to both undermine our natural viability genetically and
technologize and dislocate our natural reproductive protocols, which have sustained the emergence of humanity in
evolutionary time. Only by developing a consensual social ethic which preserves the personal autonomy of our reproductive
process and safeguards the living diversity of the biosphere is it likely humanity will survive minor astronomical, climatic and
social onslaughts over cosmic time.
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